Work on Canal and Plant of Keith Car Company will be seen by Party.

The sailing steamer will have reached Sandwich where the general breakfast will be held. The "King Philip" will蒸汽 slowly up for half a mile where the party will disembark for a short walk. This will be seen at close range as the steam engine. Where the party lands will be the fields of the so-called Eastern Division, the big dredger or sand-sucker General Mackenzie and other dredgers at work. There is also a well-restored old village in operation at this point which may be of interest to members of the class in Astronomy and Geology.

From here the party will walk up the canal bank to Sagamore, seeing on one side how the ground is staked out and broken by the borers and on the other how the drill is being used. At Sagamore, through the center of谈恋爱 Factory, a great many employees will be allowed to go through the extensive places to the company's taste. This company has recently greatly extended and the machine shops are now supplying capacity of about 250,000 cars per day. The neighborhood is very pleasant. It is not impossible that there may be time for a half-hour's inspection of the machinery before returning. Cards and checkbooks of these friends for the purpose of getting the plates will be allowed to those already interested. The plates will include more exciting sports) will help to add to the pleasure of the day.

Hot coffee and fish chowder will be served to the party. After a short rest, the party will take to their lunch as it will be a long day, but the weather will allow a enjoyable
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